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Appendix A: Critical Relative Uncertainty (CRU) Concept 

With X; denoting the net emissions (best estimates) and e, their absolute uncertainty at t, 

(i= 1, 2), we can write for the relative uncertainty: 

p = 5.. = ~ = const ~ 
x, x, 

and for the ratio of emissions: 

(A-la,b,c) 

(A-2) 

where ÓKP is the normalized emissions change committed under the Kyoto Protocol (KP) 

between t, and 12 ( ÓKP >O: emission reduction; óKP ::; O: emission limitation). Requiring 

!hat the absolute change in emissions outstrips uncertainty at 12, 

lx,-x,l>c, 
(see Fig. l)f, which is equivalent to 

lx, - x2I > x,p ' 

we find with the help ofEquation (A-2) 

181<1'1 
(1-ól<P)>p, 

where 

is called critical relative uncertainty (CRU; Gusli and Jęda, 2006: Section 3.2). 

(A-3) 

(A-4) 

(A-5) 

(A-6) 

1 The CRU concept only considers uncertainty in the commitment year/period, not in the base year (i.e., 
fonnally e, =O). However, for reasons of comparability, we continue to abide by the condition of constant 

relative uncertainty. 
2 lf not preceded by a leller, tigure num bers in this documenl ref er to tigures in the short paper of Jonas et 
al. (2007) and, likewise, its special journal version (under development). 
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Tal,. A-1: The CRU concep1 (Eq. A-6) applied to Annex B coun1ries . In the last colunm, we assess 1he 
hypo1he1ical situa1ion !hat the CRU concept had been applied prior to/in negotiating the 
Kyoto Protocol. Note the dissimilarity between countries comrnitted to emission reduction 
( 6..,

1
• >O) and emission limitation ( 6.,_,, SO) with the introduclion of more lenient or stricter 

Kyo10 emission targets. 

KP CRU 

Country Conunitmcnt 

Group 6KI' 
. lfthc CRU Conccpt had bcen applicd 

Pn11 

% % 

la a} Compliance wilh lhe Kyo10 emission target: 

lb It 1nusl be expecJed that Annex B counlries ex hi bit relative uncertainlies 
8.0 8.7 in the range of5- 10% and above rather than below (excluding le 

Id 
emissions/removals due to LULUCF and Kyata mechanisms). Thus, il is 
impossible for a number of countries in groups 1-4 10 meet the condilion 

2 7.0 7.5 lhat lheir overall rela1ive uncertainty is smaller lhan their CRU (p < Peri,). 

Ja b} Toward§ more Jenicpt Kyoto e1nission targets: 

Jb 6.0 6.4 To unambiguously attesł a decrc3se in emissions, Annex B countries 

Je have to fullill increasingly smaller CR Us. 

4 5.0 5.3 c} Towarc1s stricter Kyolo emission targets : 

-- 4.0 4.2 CRUs increase and can be mel mare easily. 

-- 3.0 3.1 

-- 2.0 2.0 

-- I.O I.O 

5 o.o o.o a} Comnliance with the K)'.oto emission target 
6 -I.O I.O Same conclusion for counlries in groups 5-8 as for countries committed 

-- -2.0 2.0 to emission reduclion {see a) above. 

-- -3.0 2.9 b) Towards morę lenięnt Kyolo emission largets· 

-- -4.0 3.8 
CRUs increase and can be mel more easily. 

-- -5.0 4.8 
c) Towards sirictcr Kyoto emisgion targets· 
To unambiguously attesl a decreasc in emissions Annex B countries have 

-· -6.0 5.7 to fulfill increasingly smaller CRUs. 

-· -7.0 6.5 

7 -8.0 7.4 
.. -9.0 8.3 

8 -IO.O 9.1 

:a The countries' emission limitation and reduction commitments under the Kyoto Protocol are expressed 

with the help of 61(..,,, the nonnalized change in emissions between t
1 
and t

1
: 6KI' > O - emission reduction; 

łi._ , . .S: O - emission limitalion. 



Appendix B: Verification Time (VT) Concepl 

Requiring that the absolute change in net emissions, liix (I~ , outstrips the absolute 

uncertainty of emissions, •( t), at time t, we can write 

ILix ( I )I>€ ( t) ; (B-1) 

and after making use of linear approximations on both sides (in line with preparatory 
signal analysis): 

ldxl Lil > e(t,)+(de) Lit . (B-2) 
dt ,

1 
dt ,

1 

Rearranging Ineq. B-2, we can solve for the VT, the minimal time Lit required for the 
emission signal to outstrip the absolute uncertainty of emissions (Jonas et al., I 999: 
Section 3): 

Lit> e(t,) 

1:1..-(~l. ' 
(B-3) 

where ldxl > (de) 
dt 11 dt 11 

With the help of 6.u , the committed (normalized) change in 

emissions under the Kyoto Protocol (see App. A), we can write for the two terms in the 
denominator on the right side oflneq. B-3: 

ldxl =Mx(t,) 
dt ,, 12 - t, 

(B-4) 

(&) =-~e(t,). 
dt 

11 
12 -11 

(B-5) 

Thus, lneq. B-3 reads: 

Lit > e ( 11 ) ( t - I ) • 
J6uJx( t,) +óue( 11) 

2 1 
' 

(B-6) 

or, if the VT is normalized and expres sed with the help of the relative uncertainty p ( see 
App. A): 

p 
(B-7a,b) 

The right side oflneq. B-7 becomes I for p = P,n,, the CRU (see Eq. A-6). 
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Tab. B-1: The VT concept (Jneq. B-7a) applied 10 Annex 8 countries. The table has to be read as 
follows: The maxima! a Iłowa ble VT ( 1, - 1,) for an Annex I country is given for p = p"" 

(see second column). For a countJy of group I a the maxima I allowable VT is 20 years or I, if 
nonnalized. Nonnalized VTs equal to or smaller than I (see green fields for emission 
reduction and orange fields for emission limitation) are compatible with the Kyoto Protocol, 
i.e., counlries report with p ~ P,.,.; normalized VTs greater lhan l (see red fields) are not, i.e., 

countries report wilh p > P ... . In the last column, we assess the hypolhetical situation that the 

VT concept had been applied prior to/ in negotiating the Kyoto Protocol. Note the dissimilarity 

between countries committed to emission reduction ( 8tt..•• > O ) and emission limitation 

( li._,. ::; O) with the introduction of more lenienł or stricter Kyoto emission targets. 

Max. Allow. 

Country VT' 
Group ti-11 

yr 

la 20 

lb 22 

le 21 

Id 24 

20 

Ja 20 

Jb 24 

Je n 
20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

KP 
Commit. 

OK/ 

% 

8.0 

7.0 

6.0 

5.0 

4.0 

l .O 

2.0 

I.O 

o.o 
-I.O 

-2 .0 

-J .O 

-4.0 

-5 .0 

-6.0 

-7 .0 

-8.0 

-9.0 

-JO.O 

Normalizcd VTs if 

countrics report with fl = 
2.5 

% 

0.) 

lf the VT Concept had been applied 

a) Complionce wjth the Kyoto emissions target· 
lt must be expected th:l! Annex B coun1ries 
exhibit rehuive uncertain1ies in rhe range of 5-
10% and above rather 1hun below (excluding 
emissions/ removals duc to LULUCF nnd 
Kyo10 mechanisms). Tlms, il is imposs iblc: for a 
number of cornmies in groups 1--4 to meet 1he 
condi1ion p < p,,;, or, equiva lenrly, achieve 
narmafized VTs S I . 

b) Towards mare ] en ięnl Kya1a emissiqn 
largets: 
To unambiguously at1est a decrease in 
emissions, Annex B counrries have 10 fulfill 
increasingly smallcr CR Us or, equivalently, 
find it mare difficult to comply with normalized 
VTs 5 I. 

c) Towards 5tric1er Kyoco emission rnrgets· 
CR Us increase and can be met mare easily or, 
equivalently, compliance wi1h VTs $ I becomes 
less difficult. 

11) Compliance with the Kvo10 emissjons rnrget· 
Same conclusion for countrics in groups 5-8 as 
for countries committed Io emission reduction 
(sec a) above)_ 

b) Jowards more lenien1 Kyoto emission 

~ 
CRUs increase and can be met mare easily or, 
equivalently, compliance wi1h VTs ś I becomes 
less difficult 

c) JowanJs strjccer Kynto emission 1arge1s· 
To uoambiguously alll!st a decrease in 
emissions, Annex B counlries have to fulfill 
increasingly smaller CR Us or, c:quivalently, 
fin<l it more difficuh to comply with normalized 
VTsS 1. 

• The maxima I allowable VT is calculated for each counlry group as 1he difference be1ween 20 I O (as the 
tempora! mean over the commitment period 2008- 2012) and ils base year, or mean base year, for CO,, Cl-I, 
and N,O. (The 'CO,-CH,-N,O system of gases' dominates over the 'HFC-PFC-SF6 system of gases'.) 

b The countries' emission limitation and reduction commitments under the Kyoto Protocol are expressed 

with the helr of b;:.r , the nonnalized change in emissions between t, and t ł: bKP > O - emission reduction; 

bi;..,. ~ O - emission limitation. 



Appendix C: Undershooting (Und) Concept 

Starting from the true (t) but unknown net emissions x, ,; at t; (i = I , 2), compliancc 

under the Kyoto Protocol requires satisfying 

x,., -(1-6KP)x,., :S O (C-1) 

at t 2 • The difference between the unknown true emissions and their best estimates (X;) is 

captured with the help of E;, an uncertainty that (ideally) consi<lers both accuracy an<l 

precision: 

(C-2), (C-3) 

With Ineq. C-2 and (C-3) in the form of 

(C-2a), (C-3a) 

and applying inlerval calculus, the lefl side of Ineq. C-1 can be delimited (Nahorski et al., 
2003: Section 2.2; 2007: Section 3): 

x,., -(1-6KP )x, ., E [x, -E2,x2 +1c2]-(l-6Kr )[x, - E" x, +t:,] 

= [x,,x,] + [- E2 ,c2 ]- [(t-6KP )x,,(1-6KP )x,]-[-(t-6Kr )c"(J-{jKr )c,j 

= [ x, -(1-6KP )x"x' -(1-6KP) x,j+ [-(1-6KP )c, -1c, , (i-6K,. )c, + e:,] 

where 

Dx := x, -(1-oKr)x, , e:;, := (l-6Kr)c, +e:, . 

(C-4a-d) 

(C-5), (C-6) 

Nahorski et al. (2007) suggest expanding e;, to account for correlation (corr) between E1 

and E2 according to (first-order approach): 

(C-7a,b) 

where 

(C-8) 

The risk thal x._2 is equal to, or greater lban, (!- {jKr) x, _1 can be captured with the help of 

u: 

(C-9) 

where O :S a :S O .5 (see Fig. C-1). The risk a = 0.5 corresponds to the situation 

Dx = O ~ x 2 = (! -6Kr )x,, when we can judge with equal confidence thai x,., is S or 

2: (l -6Kr) x,., ( case of ignoring uncertainty). With Dx decreasing ( Dx < O), the risk u 



also decreases thai x,., 2'. (1-óKr)x,,,. The case Dx= - E12 corresponds to a=O or, 

alternatively, x, + (I - v )i:, = (1 - ÓKr) {x, -(I- v )i:,}, the case of perfect credibility. 

Rewriting Jneq. C-9, we find : 

Using Eq. A-1 a,b in combination with Eq. C-7b, c12 can be expressed as: 
x, 

and inserted in to Eq. C-1 O: 

Zac, , { 
--

Dx 

(C-10) 

(C-1 I) 

(C-12) 

fig. C-1: Illustration of the risk a ( O :S a :S 0.5) Io capn,re the siniation x,., 2': (1 - 6",) x,., . Source: 

Nahorski et al. (2007: Fig. I); modified. 

After rearrangement: 

x2 ( ) l-(l-2a)(l-1;)p _ ( ) {I-(l - 2a)(l -v) p r 
-'.S 1-ÓKP -~-~~~-- 1-ÓKP ' 
x, l+(l-2a)(1-v)p I-{(l -2a)( I - v)pf 

(C-13a,b) 

For educational purposes, it is useful to initially study the approximation of Ineq. C-13b 
for the ranges of a and p va lues of interes! here (see Tab. C-1 be low) and a conelation of 
v = 0.75 typical for currently reported uncertainties (see EEA 2007: Tab. 1.13) 

""(1-ÓKr){I-2(1-2a)(I-v)p} 

= 1-óKP -2(1 - 2a)(l-ÓKP )(l-v)p 

7 

(C-l 4a) 

(C-14b) 



(C-14c) 

The lenn in parentheses on the right oflncq. C-14c is called the modified (mod) emission 
limitation or reduction targets for all Annex 8 countries, 

(C-15) 

U:= 2(1 -2a)(l-1\r)(l-v)p (C-16) 

the undersliooting, which is required for decreasing the 'x,., -greater-than-(1 - ÓKr) x,.,' 

risk that one is willing to tolerate in coping with the combined (correlated) unce1tainty 

€12· 

To avoid the aforementioned approximation, we write Ineq. C-13a in the form 

x2 ( Ó )l - (1 - 2a)(l - v)p _ 
- < I - KP ( ) - 1-ómod . 
x1 - l+(l-2a) 1-v p 

(C-l 3a,c) 

Thus, the modificd emission limitation or reduction target ómod is given by 

l-(l - 2a)(l-,/)p 
Óm,,=1-(1 - ÓKr) ( )( ) =ÓKr+U 

I+ l-2a 1-v p 
(C-17), (C-15) 

and stili by Eq. C-15. 

Resolving for U : 

_ ( . ) (1-2a)(l-v)p 
U - 2 [-ÓKP 

I +(1-2a)(l-1/)p 
(C-18) 

Treating 15Kr, p and a as parameters and setting v = O. 75 (typical for currently reported 

uncertainties; see EEA, 2007: Tab. 1.13), Eq. C-15 in combination with Eq. C-18 allows 
calculating the modified emission limitation or reduction largets óm,d , and the 

undershooting U contained in ómoo, for all Annex B countries. 

Tab.C-1: The Und concept (Eq. C-t5 in combination with Eq. C-18 and a correlation of v=0.75 
typical for currently reported uncertainties) applied to Annex B countries. The table lists 
modified emission limitation or reduction targets 8ml'<I for aII Annex B countries, where the 

'x,., -greater-than-(1-ó")x,.,' risk <> is specified to be O, O.I, 0.3 and 0.5. lf an Annex B 

country complies with its emission limitation or reduction commitment ( x 
2 

= (1 -bKr) x
1 
), the 

risk that its tme, but unknown, emissions x 1,2 are equal to or greater than its tme, but 

unknown, target {I -bKI.) x1•1 is 50%. Undershooting decreases this risk. For instance, a 

country of group I has committed itself to reduce its net emissions by 8%. Reporłing with .i 

7 .5% relative uncertainty, it needs to reduce emissions by 11.4% to decrease the risk from 
50% to 0%. In the last column, we assess the hypothetical situation thai the Und concept had 



Country 

Group 

la-d 

2 

Ja-c 

4 

... 

... 

... 

... 

been applied prior to/in negotiating the Kyoto Protoco1. Note the unfavorable situation, which 
arises when bi:., varies while pand a are kept constant. 

KP Modificd Emission Limitation or 

Commit. Reduction Target O,q.J in % for 

a= p= Jf the Und Concepr had bccn applicd 

6}.1 1 2.5 7.5 15 30 

% 1 % % ¾ % 
8.0 u.o 9.1 11.4 14.7 20.8 a) For given 6Kf and u: 

O. I 8.9 10.7 IJ.4 18.4 Tht: greater (), the greater the modified 

U.3 8.S 9.~ 111.7 1J..ł emission reduction target bn-...J musl be to 

0.5 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 keep the ' x, .i -grea ter-1han- (l - ÓKL·) x, .1 ' 

7.U u.o 8.2 JU.4 13 .7 20 ,0 risk a at a constant le vel (sec, e.g ., country 

O.I 7.9 9,7 12.4 17.5 group J: lh ird line: Ón~.J va lues for 

U.3 7,5 HA 9,7 11,4 a =0.3 ). 
0.5 7.0 7.U 7.0 7,0 b) For given e and a: 

6,0 o.o 7,2 9,5 12.8 19.1 The smaller ó.._, , the smaller the modi fied 

U.I 6.9 8,8 11.5 16.6 emission reduction target 6,,.J can be to 
0,3 6.5 7.4 8.8 11.5 keep the' x,.i •greater-lhan-(1 - (\,,) x,.1' 
0,5 6.0 6.0 6,0 6,0 

risk a at a constanl level (sec, e.g., bmw 
5.0 u.o 6,2 8,5 ) 1.9 18.3 

values for p = 7.5% and a= 0.3 ). As a 
O.I 5.9 7,8 10.5 15.8 

consequence, countries thai mus i comply 
0.3 5.5 ().4 7,8 10.5 

with a small 6t1.r (they exhibit a small 6M~wl) 
0,5 5.0 5.0 5,0 5,0 

are betteroffthan countries that musi 
4,0 O.O 5.1 7.5 10 .9 17.4 comply with a greal Sr.., (they exhibi1 a great 

O. I 5.0 6.8 9.6 14,9 li __ ,), 
0.3 4.l .'.• 6.8 9.6 

0.5 4.0 4 .0 4.0 4 .0 

3,0 O.O 4.2 6,6 IO .O 16.5 

O.I 4.0 5,9 8.7 14 ,0 

0.3 3.5 ~ - ~ 5,9 8,7 

0.5 3.0 3.0 ) .O 3.0 

2.0 o.o J.2 5.6 9,1 15,7 

O.I ) ,0 4,9 7.7 13. 1 

0.3 2.5 \ .'i 4,9 7.7 

0.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

I.O O.O 2.2 4 .6 8, 2 14.8 

O. I 2,0 3,9 6.8 12.2 

O,) 1.5 .!,5 3.9 6 .8 

0.5 I.O I.O I.O I.O 

11 The countries' emission limita1ion and reduction commitments under the Kyoto Protocol are expressed 
with the help o f St:..r, the normalized change in emissions between t1 and t

1
: Sr..•• > O - emission reduction; 

6KI' ~ O - emission limitation. 
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Table C-1 continued: 

o.o o.o 1.2 J.7 7.2 14.0 a) For given O.Kr and a: 
O.I I.O 3.0 S.8 11.3 Same conclusion for country groups 5-8 as 
0.3 0.5 1.5 J.11 ~.K for countries committed to emission 

0.5 o.o o.o o.o o.o reduction (see a) above). 

b) For given o and a: 
-I.O o.o 0.3 2.7 6.3 13.1 

Same conclusion for country groups 5- 8 as 
O.I o.o 2.0 4.9 10.4 for countries committed to emission 
0.3 -0.5 0.5 2.0 4.9 reduction (see b) above). 
o.s -I.O -I.O -I.O -I.O 

-2.0 O.O -0.7 1.8 S.4 12.2 

O.I -I.O I.O 3.9 9.S 

O.J -1.5 -0.~ I.O 3.9 

0.5 -2 .0 -2 .0 -2.0 -2.0 

-3.0 o.o -1.7 0 .8 4.4 11.4 

O.I -2.0 O.O 3.0 8 .7 

O.J -2.S - 1. 5 O.O 3.0 

o.s -l.O -l.O -l .O -J .O 

-4 .0 o.o -2.7 -0.2 J.S 10.S 

O. I -3.0 -0.9 2.1 7.8 

O.J -3 .S -2. ~ -0 .9 2.1 

0,5 -4.0 -4.0 -4 .0 -4.0 

-5.0 o.o -J .7 -I.I 2.6 9.7 

O.I -4 .0 - 1.9 I.I 6.9 

O.J -4 .5 -l.4 -1.9 I.I 

0.5 -S .O -5 .0 -5.0 -5 .0 

-6.0 o.o -4.7 -2.I 1.7 8.8 

O.I -4.9 -2.9 0.2 6.0 

0 .3 -5.5 -44 -2 .9 0.2 

0.5 -6.0 -6.0 -6 .0 -6.0 

-7.0 O.O -5.7 -3 .1 0.7 7.9 

O.I -5 .9 -J .8 -0.8 S.I 

O.l -6.5 - :> . -ł -J.8 -0.8 

o.s -7 .0 -7.0 -7.0 -7.0 

-8.0 o.o -6.7 -4.0 -0.2 7.1 

O.I -6.9 -4.8 -1.7 4.2 

0.3 -7.5 -fi.4 -4.8 -1.7 

0.5 -8.0 -8.0 -8.0 -8.0 

-9.0 o.o -7.6 -5.0 -I.I 6.2 

O.I -7.9 -5 .8 -2 .7 J.3 

0.3 -8.S . -; .4 -5 .8 -2.7 

0.5 -9 .0 ·9.0 -9.0 -9.0 

-IO.O o.o -8.6 -6.0 -2.0 5.J 

O.I -8.9 -6.7 -3.6 2.5 

0.3 -9.5 -8.4 -6.7 -J.6 

0.5 -IO.O -IO.O -IO.O -IO.O 

IO 



Appendix D: Undershooting and Verification Time (Und&VT) Concepts Combined 

To distinguish the four cases shown in Figure 4, we introduce 8"'', the critical emission 

limitation or reduction, 

b..::rii = 

_P_ 
l+p 

__ P_ 

l-p 

for (D-1) 

X2 ~ X1 (,5KP :'Ó 0) 

by replacing in Equation (A-6) 8Kr by 8"'' and p,d, by p (which is now arbitrary).3 Table 

D-1 lists 8"'' values for selected p values that we use to cover a wide range of relative 

uncertainties. 

Tab. D-1: Critical emission limitations or reductimlS (o"" ) for selected relative uncertainties (p) derived 

via Eq. D-1. 

6Kr > o 

p o", o 

% % '¼ 
O.O o 

2.5 2.44 

5.0 4.76 

7.5 6.98 

---------•-----···· ·--- - -··. ·- ----• ·-- ---------------' 

3 Note that we proceeded the other way around in Appendix A, where we dete,mined p"" for a given li.,, . 

Jonas et al. (2004: Section 3.4) derived li"" alternatively via the maxima! allowable VT ( t , - t, ), which is 

given for xJx 1 =l - 6.,;, with 8,·ni =EJx 1 in the case x1 < x1 (8.:,1, >0) and 8~,;. =-eJx 1 in the case 

x, ;:, x, ( li.,, $O). This fonnulation of li"' and Eq. (D-1) become equivalent after introducing p ~ e,/x, 
to Eq . (D-1). 

li 



··· ··--·· ····--··----

IO.O 9.09 

Depending on how <\,;, and 8Kr relate to each other, four cases can be distinguished (see 

Fig. 4). These are distinguished further in Tab. D-2 in terms of dctectability (Cases I and 
4) versus nondetectability (Cases 2 and 3) and an initial obligatory undershooting U Gap 

which is introduced (Cases 2-4) to ensure that detectability is given before Annex B 
countries are pem1itted to make economic use of potentia! excess emission reductions. 
Initial obligatory undershooting according to both Case 3 and Case 4 is special as we 
<.lemand that emission reductions, not increases, become detectable. 4 This can result in 
considerable a priori emission cuts tbat countries which succeeded in negotiating 
emission limitations un<.ler the Kyoto Protocol musi fulfill. However, to minimize their 
initial emission reduction burden ( UG,p ), these countries are subjected to li";' conditions 

as under liKr >O, not to 8,01 conditions as under liKr S: O ; li";' is smaller in absolute 

tenns for emission reduction than for emission limitation (see Tab. D-1). Adjusted li";' 

values for liKr S: O can be achieved via 

(
1- p) 

Qcri1 ,adj = 8crit ] + p · (D-2) 

Tab. D-2: The four cases thai are distinguished in applying the Und& VT concept according to Fig. 4. 

nission Reduction: 

, > 0 

nission Limitation: 

' :,O 

Case l I ó""' :, ó.,, 
l--- -1 

Case 3 : 6cnc < b!(. 1, 

! 

Detectable Kyoto target 

Nondetectable Kyolo target: 
An inilial obligatory 
undershooting is applied so 
that the Ann ex B countries' 
emission signals become 
detectable (before lhey are 
permitted to make 
economic use of excess emission 
reduclions) 

1S in Case 2, an initial obligatory 
undershooling is applied 
unconditiona lly so thai the 
emission reductions, not increases, 
of Annex R crnmtries s11biect to 

4 This measure helps to overcome the dissimilarity of both the VT concepl and the CRU concepl between 
countries committed to emission reduction ( 6k,. > O) and emission limitation ( 611.1' ~O), which arises if 

mare lenient or stricler Kyolo emission largels would be introduced (see Tab. A-1 and B-1) . 
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Cases 3 or 4 become detectable 

~asc 4 i 8.m ~ 8,:.p 

• Delectability in Cases I and 4 differ: delectability in Case I is also given for any stricter Kyolo emissions 
target, detectability in Case 4 for any m.ore lenient Kyoto emissions target. 

In the following we use lneq. C-13a as our starting point, which must be re-derived as a 
consequence of limiting E12 by E2 (i.e., formally x,,, = x1 and v =O), to obtain the 

modified emission limitation or reduction targets o'"°" , and the undershooting contained 

in o mod , for Cases 1-4 as well as the required initial obligatory undershooting Ua,, for 

Cases 2-4: 

Case 1: ÓKP > O: ócr,r < ÓKf., Here, re-deriving lneq. C-13a results in 

x, <(1-ó ) I =1-ó 
x,- KPJ+(J-2et)p mod• 

(D-3), (C-13c) 

where 
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I 
Ómod=l-(1-ÓKr) ( ) =ÓKr+u 

I+ l - 2a p 
(D-4), (C-15) 

(1 - 2a)p 
u = (1 - OKP ) ( ) . 

I+ l-2a p 
(D-5) 
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Case 2: "KE > O: órdl > óKP· Here, re-deriving lneq. C-13a results in 

X; :c;(t-6"'') ( I ) =1-6,"°" 
x, I+ 1-20: p 

(D-6), (C- I 3c) 

where 

I 
60000 = I - ( I - 6".'' ) ( ) = ,5Kr + U 

I+ 1-20: p 
(D-7), (C-15) 

U= U +(1-6 . )-(_l--2-°'~)P_ 
a,, "" 1+(1-2a)p 

(D-8) 

with 

(D-9) 

Case 3: óKJ:. <O: ó,,.uadi~~ Here, re-deriving lneq. C-13a results in 

X; <(1+6 . . ) I 1-6",·· ' , 
x, - '"'·'", 1+(1-2a)p """ 

(D- IO), (C-13c) 

where 

6 =1-(1+6) I 6Kr+U '""" on,,,a, I+ (I- 2a) p 
(D-11), (C-15) 

) 
(1 - 2a)p 

U=U0 ,p +(1+6""·'Jj ( ) I+ l-2a p 
(D-12) 

with 

UG,p = -(6KP +6""·""j) (D-13) 

Tab, D-3: The Und&VTconcept (Eq. C-15 in combination with: Eq. D-5 [Case I: green fields), Eq. D-8 
to D-9 [Case 2: red fields), Eq. D-12 to D-13 [Case 3: red fields], and Eq. D-16 to D-18 [Case 
4: orange fields)) applied to Annex B countries. The table lists modified emission limitation 

or reduclion targets ÓmuJ for alł Annex B countries, where the ' x, .? -greater-than-(1 - o .. ,. }x,., ' 

risk a (Case !), the ' x,., -greater-than-(l-&,0, }x,.,' risk 11 (Case 2), the ' x,., -greater-than

(1 +&,0,,.) x,., ' risk a (Cases 3), and the' x,., -greater-than-(1 - (&.,. -2&, .. ,,.,; ))x,.,' risk a 

(Case 4), respectively, are specified to be O, O. I, 0.3 and 0.5. In the last colunm, we assess the 
hypothetical situation !hat the Und&VT concept had been applied prior to/in negotiat ing the 
Kyoto Protocol. The Und&VT concepl rectifies (notably, Cases 2 and 3, the cases of 
nondetectability before correction) the unfavourable siruation under the Und concept, under 
which countries complying with a small BKI' exhibit a small S m,-..1 while countries complying 

with a great li.,. exhibit a great &,, •• (cf. Tab. C-1). 
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Country 
Group 

la-d 

Ja-< 

KP 
Commlt. 

8.0 

7.0 

6.0 

5.0 

4.0 

3.0 

2.0 

I.O 

a-

o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

o.o 
O.I 

O.J 

0.5 

O.O 

O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

o.o 
O. I 

0 .3 

0.5 

o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

o.o 
O. I 

0.3 

0.5 

Modified Emission Limitation or 

Reduction Target am„d in % for 

p-

2.5 

% 

7.5 

¾ 

15 

% 

30 

H the Und&VT Concept had bccn 
npplicd 

Case 1 (green-colored area): Óm~Kr:~ 

No necessity to introduce UG..,; the Óm,.J 

values from Tab. C-1 arc still valid . 

Case 2 (red-colored areii): Óc•idK.r.~ 

lncrease of ÓKI' by Uc.,. to reach Óu~, 

the relevant reference for undershooling. 
Undershooting only dcpends on pand o 

and not anymore on 6u (sec Eq. D-8 to 

D-9 in combination with Eq . C-15). This 

explains why Ó,,._.J appears unifonn for a 

given pand o. Thus, the Und&VT 
concepl rectilies the Und concept (cf. Tab. 
C-1), under which conntries complying 

with a small c\1• exhibit a small Ó""",.i 

while countries complying with a great 

ó.,. exhibit a greal ó~.,. 

n The countries ' emission limitation and reduction commitments tmder the Kyoto Protocol are expressed 
with the help of bK1., the nonnalized change in emissions between t1 and t!: ÓK" > O - emission reduction; 

61(1' :SO - emission limitation. 
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Table D-3 continued: 

o.o o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

-I.O o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

-2.0 o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

-3.0 o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

-4.0 o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

-5.0 o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

-6.0 o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

-7.0 o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

7 -8.0 o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

-9.0 o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

-10.0 o.o 
O.I 

0.3 

0.5 

0.4 

-O.I 

-I.I 

-2.1 

-0.6 

-I.I 

-2.I 

-3.1 

-1,6\ 

-2.1 

-3,1 

-4,J 

-1.6 
-3.t 

-I.I 

-5.1 

9.7 

7.0 

6.0 

7.7 

5.0 

6.8 

4.0 

17 

Case 3 (red-colored area): 6ml < 6n~ 
Increase of Óu by U(i„ to reach -ó«iA, the 

relevant reference for undershooting. 
Undershooting only depends on pand a and 
not anymore on ó., (sec Eq. D-12 to D-13 

in combination with Eq. C-15). This 

explains why Óuwd appears uniform for a 

given pand a. Thus, lhe Und&VT concept 
rectifies the Und concept (cf. Tab. C-1), 
under which countńes complying with a 
small ó,,., exhibit a small Ón>d white 

countries complying with a great Ów.r 

exhibit a great 6,-d . 

Case 4 (orąnge-coloręd area): 6m1.~Kl~ 

lncrease of Ór.r by U0 .,. to reach 

Óu - 26~-ri, , the relevant reference for 
undershooting. In contrast to Case 3 
( Ó.;, < 6.,) above, undershooting stili 

depends on ó., (sec Eq. D-16 to D-18 in 

combination with Eq. C-15). This is a 
consequence of how the undershooting is 
realized: detectability on the emissions 
limitation side is used to decrease the 
reference for undershooling ( Ór.., - 2ócril. ) on 

lhe emissions reduction side. 



Case 4: ó& SO: óa;,od;J::...0<_L Here, re-deriving Ineq. C-13a results in 

X2 < (1 + {j' ) I I {j 
x, - "" 1+(1-2a)p - mod' 

where 

with 

UGap = -2Ócrit,adj 

(D-14), (C-l3c) 

(D-15), (C-15) 

(D-16) 

(D-17) 

(D-18) 

Treating oKP, pand u as parameters, Eq. C-15 in combination with: Eq. D-5 (Case I), Eq. 

D-8 to D-9 (Case 2), Eq. D-12 to D-13 (Case 3), and Eq. D-16 to D-18 (Case 4) allow 
calcu]ating the modified emission limitation or reduction targets {jmod , and the 

undershooting U contained in {jmo<J, for all Annex B countries. 

Appendix E: Adjustment of Emissions (GSC #1) Concept 

Starting from the 95% confidence interval as the uncertainty range for the best estimate 
x2 at t2 (which complies with the target emissions commitment under the Kyoto 

Protocol) and assuming a norma! distribution, the standard deviation of the distribution 
equals 

P p X 
sd =l.96 l 

(E-1) 

To follow the approach of Gillenwater, Sussman and Cohen (GSC #I; Gillenwater et al., 
2007: Section 2.1), we initially look at the probability (P) tbat true emissions ( x,.il do not 

exceed (overshoot) estimated emissions by more than the fractional amount p or 
percentage amount p%. P can be estimated via the standardized cumulative norma! 
distribution FN : 

P(X 2 ś x,.,) = P(Z2 ś z"_,)= FN ( z •. ,) , (E-2a,b) 

where the best estimate x2 is the mean value to the random varia ble X 2 , z2 and Z, are 

the standardized equivalents, and x"·' and z._, are the accepted upper (u) limits. z •. , and 

x"·' are linkcd via 
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x
0
_,-x, (l+p)x,-x, 

2 u ,2 = -p-- = p 
~x, ~x, 

(E-3a,b) 

For p=0.l and (e.g.) p=0.5 we find 2
0

_, =0.3920 and (with the help ofa nomial e1Tor 

integral table or using standard statistical software) FN (0.3920) = 0.6525; that is, we can 

be 65% confident that x,., $I. I x,. 

Eq. E-3b can also be used to specify (I+ p ), i.e., the upper limit below which tnie 

emissions must fali to satisfy a given probability or required confidence. For instance, for 
FN = 0.9 we find 2

0
. , = 1.28 I 6, thus resulting in 

l+p=l+z ,(FN =0.9)__e_ 
"·- 1.96 

(E-4) 

( = 1.3269 for p = 0.5 ). 

Let us now consider it acceptable a priori that true emissions can exceed (overshoot) the 
target emissions commitment by some fractional or percentage amount (GSC considered 
I 0% in their study). The relative difference (RelDiff) between an accepted upper 
emissions limit and the accepted excess of I. I x, is then given by 

( I +z ... , (FN)__e_)-1.1 
RelDiff= 1.96 

I. I 
(E-5) 

Reordering Eq. E-5 

l+z.,_,(FN)__e_ 
Adj =I+ Re lDiff = 1 ·96 

I.I 
(E-6a,b) 

allows calculating the adjustment (Adj), which is required to provide a margin of safety 
to make sure that countries remain in compliance with their commitments. For instance, 
if a country's emissions estimate is 50% unce1iain and we want to be 90% certain its true 
emissions do not exceed its emissions target by more than 10%, its emissions inventory 
estimate has to be adjusted upward by 21 %. That is, the country would effectively need 
to reduce its emissions by more than its commitment under the Kyoto Protocol to remain 
in compliance with commitments. 

For the purposes ofthis study, we now modify the GSC #1 concept. We demand that the 
accepted emissions excess does not lead to an emissions increase. For instance, in the 
case thai the emissions reduction target of a country is 8%, accepting an emissions excess 
of I 0% could mean that its emissions can even increase. We therefore limit the fractional 
excess, denoted by p, individually for each Armex B country by P,,;,, its CRU introduced 

in Appendix A. In the sequel, we distinguish, depending on p, between Adj $ or > I (~ 

I+ z.,_, (FN) 
1 

_~
6 

$ or >I+ p"'' ). In contras! to Adj >I, Adj $ I already reflects favorable 
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compliance conditions thai do not require adjusting emissions (the accepted upper 

emissions limit I+ z.,_ 2 (FN) l.~
6 

fa lis belo w I+ p,0, = x, /x, ). 5 In the case of emission 

limitation, we unconditionally set p to O; we do not accept any excess emissions, i.e., an 
additional emissions increase. Thus, we always have Adj ;>: I for p ;>:O. To summarize, 

we thus distinguish three cases: 

Cases 1 and 2: OKP > O: p = orri!~ The adjustment Adj is given by 

!+z (F )-p-<I+p . 
u.2 N } , 96 - cnl 

Adj= for (E-7,8) 

!+z (F )L 
"•' N J.96 
l+p,,,, 

l + Z"·' (FN) l.~
6 

>I+ Pen, 

Case 3: OKP <O: p = O. The adjustment Adj is given by 

Adj=l+z" 2(FN)_E___. 
' 1.96 

(E-9) 

Distinguishing between 8Kr > O (emission reduction) and 8Kr SO (emission limitation), 

and treating FN and p as parameters allows calculating the required Adj for all Annex B 

countries. 

Tab, E-1: The GSC #I concept (Eq. E-7 [Case I: green fields; here, the Adj < I va lues have not been 

set to I], Eq. E-8 [Case 2: orange fields], and Eq. E-9 [Case 3: red fields]) applied to Annex B 
countries. The table lists the required adjustments Adj for all Annex B countries, where the 

confidence (I-u) that tme emissions do not exceed (overshoot) target emissions by more 

than p = 8"" (Cases land 2) and p = O (Case 3) is specified to be 0.9, 0.7 and 0.5. In the last 

column, we assess the hypothetical situation that the GSC #I concept had been applied prior 
to/in negotiating the Kyoto Protocol. Note the potentially unfavorable situation in Case 2, 

which arises when ÓKr varies while pand (1- a) are kept constant. 

'Insert Eq. A-2 into Eq. A-6 to show that I+ P,., equals x,/x, . 
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KP CRU Adjustmenl Factor Adj (absolule) 

Commit. for 
Country 

1-a= p= Ifthe GSC #I Concept had been applied 
Group 

6Jr,'.,. . p..,, 2.S 7.5 15 30 

% % I % % % % 

la-d 8.0 8.7 I.O ~·-?' 
, ,. ., 

Ci\:t~ I (gr~,n-co!Qred a~a}: ~ ... 6"i1,1 
0.9 0.935 0.965 \ i ,~JU.,. t.ioi Mi.il 
0.7 0.926 0.938 0.957 0.99< Favorable compHance conditions; no need 

0.5 0.920 0.920 0.920 0.921 
for an adjustmenl (Adj can be set to I). 

~a§, 2 (orange~c2Joll:!d f![Ca): g = 6m.1. 
2 7.0 7.S I.O .r:- ,,:,' .,~li!" 

~ 
0.9 0.945 o.m·::_1,~ic '. ~'.11 The greater p, the uncertainty surrounding 

0.7 0.936 0.949 0.967 l.0111 the emissions invcntory estimate, or lhe 

0.5 0.930 0.930 0.930 0.93( 
greatcr ( I - a ), the degree of confidence 
that is requircd, the greater the adjustment 

3•-< 6.0 6.4 I.O ~- Adj. However, the smaller Óu , the greater 
0.9 0.955 0.986 -'I:;?;: :::I: the adjustment Adj to keep the confidence 
0.7 0.946 0.959 ( I - a) al a constanl level (see, e.g., Adj 
0.5 0.940 0.940 0.940 0.940 values for p = 15% and 1-a = 0.9 ). As 

4 5.0 5.3 I.O ;-i, •. a consequence, countrics that must comply 

0.9 0.966 o.997 _[; ! .p~1}: 1,JJ1 with a greal ó„ (thcy exhibil a small Adj) 

0.7 0.956 0.969 0.988;;;-: uzt arc better off than countries that must 

o.s 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.951 compJy wilh a small 6«.r (lhcy exhibit a 

... 4.0 4.2 I.O 
•·;.;,· -~ ' great Adj). This is only true if adjustments ,, 

musi be compensated for by addilional 
0.9 0.976/ i,007 : :ii;qs4 •. 1,j:48 emission reductions (undcrshooting mode). 
0.7 0.966 0.979 0.999" '.).03_ However, the opposile is true ifthis 
0.5 0.960 0.960 0.960 0.961 compensation is not compulsory and 

3.0 l. l I.O ... adjuslmcnls are only used Io establish a ... 
country comparison in tenns of confidencc 

0.9 o.98(, 1,ó1s _ _>iAf5_;\i: 1~c (confidencc mode). Then countrics that 

0.7 0.976 0.989_ -.-.009 . '. 1,04! must comply with a small 6r.r (lhey 

0.5 0.970 0.970 0.970 0.971 cxhibil a great Adj) are bcller offthan 

--· 2.0 2.0 I.O '.~. countries that must comply with a great --
0.9961 >0t-02il , ·\ ,076 ·,, 1.17 ó., (lhcy cxhibit a small Adj). 0.9 

0,7 0.987 1.000:, 1.019 . i.ÓS! 

0,5 0.980 0.980 0,980 0,98( 

··- I.O I.O I.O 
,., . , .. 

0.9 1.006 · ·l ,039 . J.Q87 1.184 

0.7 0.997 i:010 ·- 1.030 ·1.06! 

0.5 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.991 

• The counlries' emission limitation and reduction commitments under the Kyoto Protocol are expressed 

with the help of ó., , the nonnalized change in cmissions between 11 and t, , ó., > O - emission reducrion; 

6r., :5 O - emission limitation. 
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Table E-1 continued: 

o.o o.o J.O !:;ase 3 (wj-color!ll! area}· ~ • Q ,Mi > I: 
0.9 The fractional excess emissions factor p is 

0.7 
unconditionally set to O. No excess 
emissions, i.e., additional emission 

0.5 increases are accepled. As a consequencc, 
-I.O I.O I.O all countries cxhibit identicol adjustments 

0.9 Adj. 

0.7 

0.5 

-2.0 2.0 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

O.l 

-3 .0 2.9 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

O.l 

-4,0 3.8 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

-l.O 4.8 I.O 

0.9 

0,7 

O.l 

-6.0 l.7 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

O.l 

-7,0 6.l I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

O.l 

-8.0 7.4 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

-9,0 8.3 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

O.l 

-IO.O 9.1 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 
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Appendix F: Adjustment of Emission Reductions (GSC #2) Concept 

The GSC #2 concept (Gillenwater et al., 2007: Section 2. I) is similar to the GSC #I 
concept described in Appendix E, but this time the authors begin by looking at 
uncertainty (95% confidence) in emission reductions, p 12 . 

6 Hence, it is considered 

acceptable a priori that true emission reductions fali below (are smaller than) the 
committed ]evel of reductions by same fractional amount p or percentage amount po/o, 
respectively. The authors considered the case that true emission reductions equal at least 
90% of estimated reductions (i.e., p =O.I.) 7 Re!Diff, the relative difference between an 

accepted !ower reduction limit and the accepted diminishment in reduction (equal to 0.9 
times the estimated reduction), is then given by 

( I-z", (FN )...e.u._)-(1-0.l) 
Re IDiff = ,- 1.96 

(1-0.1) 
(F-1) 

(cf. Eq. E-5). However, to facilitate easy comparability with the results of their GSC #1 
concept, the authors ask how the emissions estimate for the commitment year/period 
would have to be adjusted upward to ensure that, given a reasonable level of confidence, 
true emission reductions do not fali below committed reductions by mare than a specified 
amount ( p =O.I). Thus, 

1-(1-z (F )...e.u._)s 
Adj = "·' N 1.96 KP 

1-(1-0.l)ł\, 
(F-2) 

provides the adjustment thai should be made to the emissions estimates for the 
commitment year/period in order to compensate for the uncertainty of emission 
reductions. 8 

For the purposes ofthis study, we now generalize the GSC #2 concept. First, we use Eq. 

F-2 also for the case of emission limitation ( SK, $; O ). However, we then set p 

unconditionally to O (i.e., we do not accept an additional emissions increase). Second, we 

express p„ with the help of the relative uncertainty p, which is assumed symmetrical and 

constant over time, i.e., p1 == p, (:== p). Making use of Eq. C-7b: 

(F-3a,b) 

with v approximating (first-order approach) the net (effective) correlation between E1 and 

E,. Thus: 

6 The authors did not explicitly mention the 95% confidence interval which we apply here. 
7 We recall that it is assumed that Annex B countries comply with their emission limitation or reduction 
comrnitments under the Kyata Protocol. Thus, 'estimated' and 4 Comrnitted reduction' mean the same; they 
nre exchangeable. 

'Eq. F-2 reproduces Tab. 2 of Gillenwater el al. (2007) for p„ up to 50% (85% confidence interval) with 

an accuracy of± O.O I, which is considered sufficienl for the purposes of this study. 
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Rewriting Eq. F-4 with the help ofEq. A-2: 

P12 J5KPJ = (1-v) {(1-<'>Kr )p + (1-5Kr )p} 

Thus, with the help ofEq. A-6: 

p12 =2(1-v/
1

-oKlr)p=2(1-v)L (P";' ;t,Q). 
<)KP Pcrit 

To conclude, we distinguish four cases: 

Cases 1 and 2: J!S.E > O: p =O.i.The adjustment Adj is given by 

Adj= 

l-(l-0.1)5Kr 

for 

2(1-v) 
2

"·' (FN)P > O.I 
1.96 P,,;, 

Case 3: JKP = O: p = O. The adjustment Adj is given by 

Adj=l 

Case 4: JKr < O: p = O. The adjustment Adj is given by 

1-(1 + 2(1-v) 
2

"·' (F" )P)5Kr 
. l.96pcc;, 

AdJ=-...,_------=~-
l-5Kr 

(F-4a,b) 

(F-5) 

(F-6) 

(F-7,8) 

(F-9) 

(F-10) 

Distinguishing between <'>Kr > O (emission reduction) and <'>Kr< O (emission limitation), 

and treating FN, p and v as parameters allows calculating the required Adj for all Annex 

B countries. 

Tab. F-1: The GSC #2 concept (Eq. F-7 [Case I: green fields; herc, the Adj<i vaiues have not been 

set to I], Eq. F-8 [Case 2: orange fields], and Eq. F-9 and F-10 [Cases 3 and 4: red fields]) 
applied to Annex B countries. The table lists tJ,e required adjustments Adj for all Annex B 

countries, where the confidence 1- a tlrnt tnie emission reductions (increases) will not fali 
below (above) the committed level of reductions (increases) by more than p = O.I (Cases I 

and 2) and p = O (Cases 3 and 4) is specified to be 0.9, 0.7 and 0.5. The correlation vis 0.75 

(as in App. C), In the last column, we assess the hypothetical situation that the GSC #2 
concept had been applied prior to/in negotiating the Kyoto Protocol. Note the potentially 
unfavorable situation in Case 2, which arises when bK„ varies while p and (1 - ex) are kept 
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Country 
Group 

la-d 

3•-c 

constant. However, for the given set of parameters (notably, p =O.I and v = 0.7S) the span 

between the smallest and greatest Adj values is negligible. 

KP 

Commlt. 

i;., . 
•;. 

CRU 

3crlt 

% 

Adjustmenl Factor Adj (absolute) 

for 

1-a= p= 

l.S 7.S 15 3o 

% % % % 

lf the GSC #2 Concepl had been applled 

8.0 8.7 ---t----;--1-.0---t,-~,-,, ... =1;; '" Case I (green•colored arca): p""' O. I 

0.9 ~016 Ć: l,f!40 ··1.Ó8! M0..L 

7.0 7.S 

6.0 6.4 

s.o S.3 

4.0 4.2 

3.0 3.1 

2.0 2.0 

I.O I.O 

o.7 o.995L •'.J~oD1 .. ~;J:~11 iJ.031 Favorable compliance conditions; no need 
O.S 

0
_
991 0

_
991 0

_
991 

·•0:9;1 
for an adjustmenl (Adj can be set to I). 

--: _ _, Case 2 forangc-colorcd arca): p =- 6ma 
I.O • . ~ 
0.9 l.liot \ ·.,1:oi·( "J:ód :l.091 The higher p, the level ofuncertainty 
0.7 0.996'. : t.ooi '. t.0~2; :: (03:2 surrounding the emissions invcntory 
o.s o.993 0_993 0_993 · 0_99 estimate, or the greater ( I - a ), lhe degree 
I.O . of confidence that is rcquired, the greater 

•.•.•• -· , ,l • -,-·. ,· .-- theadjustmentAdj. However,thesmaller 
0.9 1.002:, } ·.018 :;_,'.1,o~_l} ;!:8!1 6., , the greater 1he adjustment Adj to keep 

0.7 0.997:c:) •OOf:,,;.l ;~H.f. \ .-03 the conlidence ( 1-a) at a conslanl level 
o.s 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.99< (sec, e.g., Adj values for p = IS% and 

I.O ~~ --- . . . _ . · 1-a = 0.9 ). As a consequence, countries 
o.9 • t:iio\d•0.\9,i 1i1144 __ :1:09l thai must comply with a great 6., (lhey 

0.7 0.998L: 1,00t .:;t_._0!5;::;;:H 31. exhibit a small Adj) are bcller off lhan 
O.S 0.99S · 0.99S 0.99S 0.99! counlries thai musi comply with a small 
I.O .. ,,. 6., (they exhibil a greal Adj). This is only 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

I.O 
0.9 

0.7 

o.s 
I.O 
0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

;:i::\·•::::-.. :}~t;::tt~j; }:•b~ ::~~:i::~~.:::i~~e ~~::ir:::ted 
(undershooting mode). Bul il musi be 

0.996 0.996 0.996 o.991 mentioned thai, for lhe given set of 

./ . parameters (notably, p =O.I and 
r:oos: , 1.·oii' , ., 1.04~· ·· i.Ó9 . v = 0.7S ), the span belween smallesl and 

l ~~"'. (o0?,J/ ~if ;1J;Q~~ greatest Adj values is negligible. However, 
0.997 0.997 0.997 0.99 the opposite is tme if this compensation is 

not compulsory and adjuslments arc only 
used to cstablish a country comparison in 

1,006 : i.022 .. ,.' ( 047 · · I.09i tenns ofconlidence (conlidence mode). 
1:oot ' toot :. J'ms : _'j.031 Then counlries lhal musi comply wilh a 
0.998 0.998 0.998 ···0.991 small 6., (they exhibit a great Adj) are 

:f "~ better offthan countries that must comply 
r .ooi:, : f.023 . L048 _ . 1.09 · wilh a greal 6., (they exhibit a small Adj). 

1:002 ,'• l,009 .. : 1.ó19_ '. j.ą31 
0.999 0.999 0.999 0.991 

• The countries' emission limitation and reduction commitments under the Kyoto Protocol are expressed 

with the help of 6.,. , the normalized change in emissions between t, and t, : 6., > O - emission reduction; 

ć.,,. .$ O - emission limitation. 
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Table F-1 continued: 

o.o o.o I.O Cases 3 and 4 {~·cs2locęQ Mea): g ... Q, 

0.9 Adj~ I: 

0.7 
The fraclional faclor p to allow additional 
diminishment in emission reductions is 

0.5 unconditionally set to O. No excess 
6 -I.O I.O I.O emissions, i.e., addilional emission 

0.9 
increases, arc accepted. As a consequence, 

0.7 
all countries exhibit identical adjustments 
Adj. 

0.5 

-2.0 2.0 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

-3.0 2.9 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

-4.0 3.8 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

-5.0 4.8 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

-6.0 5.7 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

-7.0 6.5 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

-8.0 7.4 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

-9.0 8.3 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

-IO.O 9.1 I.O 

0.9 

0.7 

0.5 
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Acronyms and Nomenclature 

Adj adjuslmenl 
CRU critical relative uncertainty 
Eq . equation 
GSC Gillenwater, Sussrnan and Cohen 
IIASA International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis 
lneq. inequality 
KP Kyoto Protocol 
LULUCF land use, land-use change, and forestry 
P probability 
RelDiff 
Und 
Und&VT 
VT 

adj 
corr 
crit 
mod 
t 
u 

relative difference 
undershooting 
undershooting and verification time 
veri fication time 

adjusted 
correlation 
critical 
modilied 
tme 
upper 
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